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Using some results of Maligranda, we obtain a generalization of the well known
Jensen's inequality which is also a common generalization of inequalities of HolderÈ
and Minkowski. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let F be the class of all non-vanishing functions w : R2 ª R which areq q
concave, continuous in each variable, and positive homogeneous of degree
 .  .one. In other words, w g F if and only if w s, t s sD trs if s ) 0 for
some D g P, where P denotes the class of non-vanishing, non-negative
concave and continuous functions on non-negative reals R .q
 .A subclass X of the class of measurable functions S s S V, m on
 .measure space V, m with s-finite measure m is a Banach lattice. This
5 5means that there exists a norm on X such that the following twoX
conditions hold:
 .  5 5 .B X, is a Banach space;X
 . < < < <M If y g X and x is a measurable function such that x F y
5 5 5 5almost everywhere on V, then x g X and x F y .X X
w xL. Maligranda 1 has proved the following generalization of Jensen's
 w x.inequality see also 2, pp. 182]183 :
 < < < <.THEOREM A. For e¨ery w g F and e¨ery x, y g X, w x , y g X and
< < < < 5 5 5 5w x , y F w x , y . 1 . .  .X XX
121
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Now, let us recall the following more-or-less classical result as it is given
w x  win 3, pp. 9]14 see also 4, pp. 355]356; 5, pp. 203]204; 6, p. 128; 7, pp.
x.192]193 .
THEOREM B. Let P be the set of all mappings of a set S into the
non-negati¨ e reals R . Let M be a mapping of P into R satisfying theq q
following conditions:
 .  .  .  .i M 0 s 0, M l f s lM f , where l ) 0 and f g P,
 .  .  .  .  .ii f x F g x for all x g S and f , g g P implies M f F M g ,
and
 .  .  .  .iii M f q g F M f q M g for all f , g g P.
 .Further, let h t , . . . , t be a real-¨ alued function of n real ¨ariables1 n
t , . . . , t which is defined and continuous for t G 0, i s 1, . . . , n. Suppose1 n i
that h satisfies the following properties:
 .  .  .iv inequalities t ) 0 i s 1, . . . , n imply h t , . . . , t ) 0;i 1 n
 .  .  .v if l ) 0, then h lt , . . . , lt s lh t , . . . , t ; and1 n 1 n
 .  . n  .vi the set of all points t , . . . , t g R with t G 0 i s 1, . . . , n and1 n i
 .h t , . . . , t G 1, is con¨ex.1 n
Then
 .a f , . . . , f g P implies1 n
M h f , . . . , f F h M f , . . . , M f . 2 .  .  .  . .  .1 n 1 n
 .b 0 - a - 1, 0 - b - 1, a q b s 1, and f , g g P imply
a ba bM f g F M f M g . 3 .  .  . .
 .c p G 1 and f , g g P imply
1rpp 1rp 1rpp pM f q g F M f q M g . 4 .  .  .  . .
We shall show that Theorem A is a special case of Theorem B. In fact,
the following result follows from Theorem B.
THEOREM 1. Let M be defined as in Theorem B and let h has properties
 .  .iv and v from Theorem B and
 .  .vii h is conca¨e function for t G 0 i s 1, . . . , n . Then the inequalityi
 .2 is ¨alid.
 . nProof. Denote by D the set of all points t , . . . , t g R which satisfy1 n
 .  .  .t G 0 i s 1, . . . , n and h t , . . . , t G 1. Let U s u , . . . , u g D andi 1 n 1 n
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 . w xV s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g D be two points in D and l g 0, 1 . Since h is a1 n
concave function, we have
h lU q 1 y l V G lh U q 1 y l h V G l q 1 y l s 1. .  .  .  .  . .
  . .  .Hence, h lU q 1 y l V G 1, or lU q 1 y l V g D. Therefore, D is
 .a convex set, which means that the condition vi from Theorem B is
satisfied. In fact, all conditions of Theorem B are satisfied and hence, the
 .inequality 2 is valid.
Remark 1. Note that h satisfies conditions of Theorem 1 if and only if
t t2 n
h t , . . . , t s t D , . . . , , .1 n 1  /t t1 1
if t ) 0 for some D g P , where P denotes the class of non-vanish-1 ny1 ny1
ing, non-negative concave and continuous function on Rny1.q
Indeed, by substituting t rt s u , . . . , t rt s u , s rs s ¨ ,2 1 1 n 1 ny1 2 1 1
  . ... . . , s rs s ¨ , and lt r lt q 1 y l s s l , it is easy to see thatn 1 ny1 1 1 1 1
the inequality
h lt q 1 y l s , . . . , lt q 1 y l s G lh t , . . . , t .  .  . .1 1 n n 1 n
q 1 y l h s , . . . , s .  .1 n
is equivalent to the inequality
D l u q 1 y l ¨ , . . . , l u q 1 y l ¨ .  . .1 1 1 1 1 ny1 1 ny1
G l D u , . . . , u q 1 y l D ¨ , . . . , ¨ . .  .  .1 1 ny1 1 ny1
 .Remark 2. A direct generalization of 1 to more terms is given by
< < < < 5 5 5 5h x , . . . , x F h x , . . . , x , 5 . .  .X X1 n 1 nX
where x , . . . , x g X and h is defined as in Theorem 1.1 n
For our next result, let us recall that the power mean of order r of a
 .  .positive sequence a s a , . . . , a with weight w s w , . . . , w with1 n 1 n
n w s 1 is defined byis1 i
1rrn
w r x rM a; w s w a , if r / 0 . n i i /
is1
n
w is a , if r s 0. i
is1
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We shall also use the following notations, assuming that all expressions
 .are well defined. For given functions f , . . . , f , we put f t s1 n
  .  .4f t , . . . , f t and then1 n
1rs 1rs 1rss s sM f s M f , . . . , M f , .  . 4 . 1 n
where M is any operator defined in Theorem B.
THEOREM 2. If r - s, s / 0, then
1rssw r xM M f , f , . . . , f ; w . 4n 1 2 n
1rs 1rs 1rsw r x s s sF M M f , M f , . . . , M f ; w . 6 . .  .  . .n 1 2 n
w p x .Proof. It is well known that a function h: a ¬ M a; w is concave forn
p F 1. In fact, it is a direct consequence of classical Minkowski's inequali-
ties. Therefore, all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. So, if we take any
 .  4positive function F s F , . . . , F instead of sequence a, we still get from1 n
Theorem 1
M M w p x F ; w F M w p x M F ; w . 7 . .  . 4  .n n
 . sFor s ) 0, set in 7 p s rrs and F s f . Then we geti i
s1rr srrn n r1rsr sM w f F w M f , 8 . . i i i i 5 / 5is1 is1
 . rwhich is exactly 6 . For s - 0, i.e., r - s - 0 we set p s srr and F s f .i i
 .  .  .Then 7 gives 8 with opposite inequality, and this is again inequality 6 .
 .Hence, we have proved 6 in all cases.
Remark 3. Theorem 2 is a generalization of the well known Jensen's
 w x w x.inequality see 8, p. 26 or 7, p. 109 and at the same time, it is a joint
 .  .  .  .generalization of 3 and 4 . Namely, 7 for p s 0 gives 6 for r s 0,
.  w x.s s 1 see 9
w w1 nw w1 nM f ? ??? ? f F M f ? ??? ? M f , 4  .  .1 n 1 n
 .  .i.e., a generalization of 3 . On the other hand, for p G 1, putting in 7
p  .1rp instead p, w s 1rn, and F s f , we get a generalization of 4 .i i i
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